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A. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip helper-address 192.0.2.2
B. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip address dhcp
R1(config-if)# no shutsown
C. R2(config)# interface gi0/0
R2(config-if)#ip address dhcp
D. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip helper-address 198.51.100.100
E. R2(config)# interface gi0/0
R2(config-if)#ip helper-address 198.51.100.100
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You must define a workload using Cisco UCS Manager. Drag and
drop the workload definition tasks from the left into the

correct order on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1 = Define and organizational hierarchy
Step 2 = Define the pools
Step 3 = Configure the adapters
Step 4 = Configure a server policy
Step 5 = Configure a service profile template
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ucs
-manager/GUI-User-Guides/
Getting-Started/3-1/b_UCSM_Getting_Started_Guide_3_1/b_UCSM_Ini
tial_Configuration_Guide
_3_0_chapter_011.html#concept_B544D74C0A7E4D9FBBDEE55437C98ED8

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the Exhibit.
An administrator is using the esxtop command to troubleshoot
storage performance issues on a virtual machine. The esxtop
capture is shown in the Exhibit.
Based on the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose
two.)
A. The Guest OS is experiencing high latency and response time.
B. The iSCSI device is experiencing high latency.
C. The ESXi kernel is experiencing high latency.
D. The NFS device is experiencing high latency.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The iSCSI device is having high latency. You can see the
response time peaking with high latency for Guest OS.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which activiti-app configuration property, controls default
access to App Designer for new users? Choose 1 answer
A. user.kickstart.enabied
B. app.kickstart.enabled
C. kickstart users enabled
D. app kickstart default enabled
Answer: A
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